2008-04-17
Meeting Attendees: Anthony Whyte, Megan May, Peter Knoop, David Horwitz

Discussion Points
Resources Performance
Email archive (SAK-11544)
Reviewing tickets resolved against nightly, tested and awaiting merge into the 2.5.x.
2.5.1 Readiness
2.5.x issues of concern

Notes
Email Archive
Ok all of Chucks changes are now in 2-5-x bar 41787 & 41788. All the others after 41185 merged cleanly. 41787 is a change to the
docs in reference - so I presume this is not a biggie.
41788 - are updates to the search adapters and this looks more serious - the search adapters seem to have been considerably
refactored post 2-5-x. Ian or Chuck could you advise here?
2.5.x issues of concern
SAK-13382 - Import from Item shows all students as unknown

CLOSED

Gradebook / Import from Item shows all

students as unknown
SAK-13385 - Incorrectly sorted items in participant view

CLOSED

Gradebook / Incorrectly sorted items in participant view

Reviewing tickets resolved against nightly, tested and awaiting merge into the 2.5.x.
SAK-12976 - Messages / Messages moved to a folder prior to being read can never be marked as read

CLOSED

Messages

/ Messages moved to a folder prior to being read can never be marked as read
SAK-12715 - Messages / cc field ';'

CLOSED

Messages / cc field ';'

jira: com.atlassian.confluence.extra.jira.exception.JiraIssueMacroException: com.atlassian.confluence.macro.
MacroExecutionException: Jira project doesn't exist or you don't have permission to view it.
A run time exception occurs when a large name is added as the folder name in messages
SAK-9822 - No warning message if file is too large

CLOSED

No warning message if file is too large

SAK-5748 - End Time shown as one minute less than actual end time.

RESOLVED

Schedule / End Time shown as one

minute less than actual end time.
Fxes of interest
SAK-13312 - Improve Group performance -- especially Site.getGroupsWithMember() method

CLOSED

jira: com.atlassian.confluence.extra.jira.exception.JiraIssueMacroException: com.atlassian.confluence.macro.
MacroExecutionException: Jira project doesn't exist or you don't have permission to view it.
- has tp;. needs email enabled
Unknown macro: {jira-13379}
- needs verification

